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INTRODUCTION

Trmsistor dc to ac inverters are useful in a wide
variety of app~cations. They power the complicated
electronic systems of orbiting satellites and cool astro-
naut’s suits. They are widely used to operate gyros and
other airborne instruments. They provide ac power to
operate the electric shaver in your car. Inverters may
become increasingly important md widely used with the
further development of economic low-voltage dc power
sources such as solar cells, nuclear cells, fuel cells,
etc.

It should be noted that rectification of the inverter
output results in dc to dc conversion. Transistor in-
verters as described herein are, therefore, the “heart>’
of trmsistor dc to dc converters. However, when used
as a converter to provide rectified output the frequency
and waveshape of the trasistor circuit are unimportant,
except as they relate to the efficiency and smoothing of
the rectified output.
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at a constant rat~~:causing flux density B = ~/A to in-..i$i~:k,.
crease fro~,~+$%t J toward point K on the B-H curve.
As long ~sjt$,~L core remains nonsaturated, magnetiza-
tion qN#~entj$ lm (=H~/N1 ) is small, but as saturation
(po@#$)’$&Y# approached high magnetization current

‘!, ;*.

~}&*is ~quired to keep ~ constant ( 1 is the magnetic
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~,. FIGURE 1 – BASIC ONE-TRANSFORMER INVERTER CIRCUITS

ONE-TRANSFORMER INVERTER OPERATION

@erational theory common to most trmsistor in-
verters may be illustrated by considering the basic
over-driven, push-pull, trasformer-coupled transistor
oscillator circuit of Figure la, and the transformer
B-H curve of Figure 2. Assume that transistor Q1 is
nonconducting, Q2 conducting, and the transformer s atu-
rated at point J on the B-H curve. When Q 1 starts to
conduct, the voltage developed across the primary
windings N1 induces voltage in the feedback windings
N3 such as to rapidly drive Q1 into saturation md turn
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available ), Q1 begins to c~me out of saturation causing
Vp to decrease. VFB and Ic decrease regeneratively,
turning Q1 off and ending the half cycle.

As flux in the transformer core collapses from point
K to point Br, voltage is induced in the winding which
biases transistor Q2 into conduction and initiates the
next ha~ cycle. The operation is similar to the first
haLf cycle except that supply voltage (less VCE (sat)) is
app~ed to the other ha~ of the primary, causing a re-
versal of polarity in the induced output-voltage. Q2
conducts until the core is driven into negative saturation
at point M on the B-H curve. As flux collapses from
M to J the full cycle is completed.

Typical voltage and current waveforms for one trans-
former inverter operation are shown in Figure 3. It
can be seen from the collector-to-emitter voltage
waveforms that each device is subjected in the off con-
dition to a voltage approximately twice the supply
voltage plus any induced voltage that may occur in the
circuit due to leakage inductance, etc. Nso significmt
is the fact that the same maximum collector current

‘P is required for switching action whether this current
is primarily reflected load current, as in Figure 3d, or
totally magnetization current, as in 3e. This will
obviously hmit efficiency at low output loads.

@crating frequency of the inverter is determined by
the voltage Vp and by the saturation characteristics of
the transformer core according to the relationship

Vp X 108

f = 46s ml
cps. fls is saturated flux density in gauss,

A is cross-sectional area of the core in cm2, and N1 is
the number of turns on one ha~ of the primary.

TWO-TRANSFORMER INVERTERS

At high load current% high-frequency and high output-
power the transformer requirements for the dual role
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of frequen~y “’~~,ntrol and efficient transformation of
output vol~,ge ;.b’?come an increasingly difficult problem
in onex,$~$fi~~’;mer inverter design. For this reason,
the ,twb~~~%hsformer inverter designs of Figure 4 are
adv’~~.~us in many applications. Operation of two-
tran~ormer inverters is similar to the one transformer
case except that in each circuit (Figure 4) only the
small feedback transformer T2 need be saturated.
Since the magnetization current of T2 is small, high
current levels due to transformer saturation currents
are reduced significantly compared to one-transformer
design, as is device stress due to these transformer
saturation current levels. (Compare Figure 5 with
Figures 3d and 3e). Furthermore, use of a conventional
output transformer with normal core material permits
lower transformer costs as well as higher efficiency.

bother major advantage of two-transformer inverter
design (a circuit such as Fi~re 4b) is that the inverter

frequency is determined by VFB. This voltage can
fairly easily be re~lated to provide constant frequency
or can be changed with variable R FB to provide vari-
able frequency.

“c’b’’c
(o) Full load collector current ~) Na load collectar current

FIGURE 5 – COLLECTOR CURRENT WAVEFORMS FOR TWO
TRANSFORMER INVERTER.
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ADDITIONAL TRANSISTOR INVERTER CIRCUITS

Single-transistor power-oscillator circuits are useful
in low-power inverter applications in which their some-
what lower efficiency ig of gecondary importance when
compared to the lower initial cost of the single tran-
sistor and a gimple transformer. A typical bagic one-
trangigtor inverter circuit is shown in Fi~re 6. h the
circuit of Figure 6 positive feedback, transformer
9aturation, and switching mechanigm are gimilar to
the two-trmgigtor inverter, except that reg etting action
is caused by capacitor C rather than by a 9econd
transistor in push-pull confi~ration. Care must be
taken to protect the device against exceggive voltage
“backswing” upon turn-off. For proper operation of
thig circuit, RL and C mugt not overload the oscillator
during the maturating haM cycle, go that trmsigtor
conduction will be maintained until the transformer
core 9aturates.
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,,$The “Xsistive-coupled inverter of Fi~re 8 obtaing

.,$~~kisquare wave drive from the trangigtor output by
FIGURE 6 – BASIC ONE TRANSISTOR INVERTER CIRCUIT. ~~:’”a$o~s- coupled regigtor feedback. Thi9 regigtor coupled

,~,.’~.. ~$edback oscillator ig gomswhat inefficient due to Iogseg.<.,,:$>,:*s.’
.. ,,&,:, in RB, and is difficult to control with regard to fre-...S.{V$..,,,

I MULTIVIBRATOR ~ I

FIGURE 7 – TYPICAL DRIVES. lN~?ER.
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yi ,$,~tt‘*{...,.:+.
h driven inverterg, s$~~#& ghown in Figure 7,

output-power-trangigtor,,,+a$~%~~hg is accompfighed by
multivibrator drive rw~i than by feedback from the
output trm9former@ Wtivibrator drive transistor
inverter9 are u~~~ ,$pr preci9ion 9ystem9 requiring
carefully control~,~~~quency, waveform, etc., Md for
load indepen~<h%~~~ystems. Load independent gystemg
‘are especia}~~~ractive in the case of reactive loads,
and wh,~,~’’>~:~~ent or gtarting conditions impo9e loads
which ?,wo~&’ cauge 9eM-09cillating inverterg to shut
do~’’&&*+@erate abnormally. Power requirement of
th$.~~b~vibrator are largely offset by nonsaturation of

h$~ut transformer and elimination of the feedback
The multivibrator driven inverter ig not in-

h~rently legs efficient than a se~-oscillating inverter.
Howeverj uge of the driven power gtage ag a Unear
ampUfier rather than as a gaturated gwitch will regult
in high diggipation in the trangistorg and low gygtem
efficiency.

Be9ide9 multivibrator drive, geveral other inverter
circuitg have been developed which do not uge a 9atu-
r sting 9quare loop transformer for switching action.
These include the resigtive- coupled transistor inverter,
and inverterg with guch bage circuit timing mechanism
ag saturating baa e circuit inductors and the R-C timing
and L-C tuned circuit timing famifiar to bagic oscillator
theory.
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An inverter degign having saturable bage inductor ig
shown in Figure 9. Thi9 circuit may be considered to
be a gimplication of the two-transformer inverter, ex-
cept that the saturating transformer has been replaced
by a gaturable inductor connected between the bases
of the two transistors. Switching occurg in the fol-
lowing manner: With transistor Q1 conducting, Q1 is

VI - VBE
driven on by base current iB = R and Q2 is

biaged off by V2 through R2. Voltage ac~oss the inductor

is initially VAB =V2 + VBE, but as the inductor gaturates,

‘AB
collapseg, essentially shorting out the feedback

circuit. When this occurs, Q, loses its drive and turns off..
The magnetization current of the transformer reverseg
the voltageg, drives the gygtem over in the oppogite
senge, and brings Q2 toward conduction. As 9oon a9
the inductor comes out of saturation the pogitive feed-
back is effective and the second haH cycle is begun.

Saturable bage inductor desi~ ig simple, being largely
determined by the following relationship: Letting

VI = V2 and RI = R2, then IB1 = IB2 =
‘1 - ‘BE ~d

f =(V1 + ‘BE) X 108

‘1

4NAps
where N, A ~d ~s apply to the

gaturable inductor. The main drawback of thig circuit
ig power los9 in the bage resigtorg.

BRIDGE INVERTERS AND SERIES
CONNECTED INVERTERS

Inverters such ag the bridge circuitg of Fi~re 10,
or the geries connected inverter of Fi~re 12, are useful
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full bridge inverter,

when high input supply voltage exceeds transistor volt-
age cap~bifit;es. The bridg; arrangements apply input
supply-voltage across each off device, compared to
approximately twice supply voltage insimple push-pull
circuits. This reduction of voltage to which each device
is subjected is true of all circuits of Figure 10, but in
the haH-bridge circuit of Figure 10ctrmsistor current
must double to maintain the original output-power.

,>:,
FIGURE ll– TYPICAL ~iM;tiC AMPLIFIER OUTPUT WAVEFORM
USED AS BRIOGE l~ER~E#3~NPUT PREVENTS SIMULTANEOUS
CONDUCTION OF @*~j#vERTER CIRCUIT HALVES
DURING COND~~~<

.:},, ,rji>?:j:,,\>,
.

,:$>s!’
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h cons$de~n~ bridge inverters, the designer should
be a~~f$~~a problem tolerable in simple inverters
but o~~#~~br significance in bridge connections. This
ha$~~p,?~~o with the current-voltage excursions of the
dev3&es as the circuit switches. E the previously non-
conducting side of the circuit turns on before the other
side is essentially off, high voltage and high current
may be imposed on the devices, and device safe-areas
may be exceeded. Additionally, high transients may be
generated. The problem may be somewhat alleviated
by reducing device (‘on)) drive, by device protection
againSt transients, or by compensating base-drive net-
works which retard turn- on of the non-conducting de-
vice. tie possibility is to use a driven bridge having
the input waveforms of Figure 11.

h the circuit of Figure 12, n simple inverters con-
nected in series divide the supply voltage equally so

*s?!$,W%hof the basic approaches summarized above has
$~;%t. unique combination of advantages md disadvantages

‘~.which should be considered in fight of the design re-,,..~
quirements.

=
0

/

FIGURE 12 – SERIES CONNECTED INVERTERS FOR HIGH
D-C INPUT VOLTAGES.
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INVERTER SPECIFICATIONS

Some inverter characteristics which may be of im-
portance to various applications are listed in Table I.
It is the function of the inverter specifications to indi-
cate which are important to the use intended, and to
state via tolerances how critical each of these is ex-
pected to be. Obviously, the more characteristics
simultaneously required and the tighter the tolerances,
the more difficult and costly the design will be. b the
absence of specifications requiring emphasis on other
characteristics, inverters are usually designed for
highest efficiency. Achievement of very precise fre-
quency and output performance, etc. is usually at the
expense of efficiency as well as circuit simplicity.

TABLE I – COMMONLY SPECIFIED INVERTER CHARACTERISTICS

hput voltage: range ad nominal

Output power

Output voltage

Output frequency accuracy

Regulation of output voltage and frequency vs.
load and input voltage

Load power factor

Output waveform

Harmonic distortion of output, if sinusoidal, vs.
load, power factor, input voltage.

,,.s
Overall efficiency vs. loading ,:?J;....,\i* ‘.)~:+,,

~*.*>, ‘“v<
,,,..:,,,,,,,~y,+.:\

Operating environments (temp., etc.) ,,k~’.~,~,;:>~gJ~t.,
~..’. \;\,,

*?:b,$#)’,,,3,t
Size and Weight ,!j+:,.<\’?F,\.Q*

. , ‘*’S,J$:*.\i~.9:i>

Protection required (as against %$~~$d output,
reversed polarity inputj~~~~i~,,, $

,,),.*
,. ,,/
x!)., ..+

INVERTER DESIGN FUM@iiTALS
c~,.

Discussion and,p sa~?$ design of a basic one-
transformer inv~~$@Y,,should serve to illustrate basic
design fundamen~l~~”} Assume the following specifica-
tions are to~~@.@,&et: output power PO = 100 watts,

a res@tivS fbad.
.;*$..7$,> i~,:,,.,....j ‘.,4~,?..~*~’

~+~w:tpopular common-emitter circuit of Figure la
$~~@:chosen for the example. The common-base circuit
“$: Figure lb is advantageous with low voltage input
suppfies, but the feedback windings must carry the high
current of the emitter. Common-collector circuits
permit direct collector to heat-siti mounting.

INVERTER TRANSISTOR SELECTION

Since much of inverter design is influenced by the
performance characteristics of the transistor selected,
it is desirable to make transistor choice at the outset.
Transistor parameters importmt to inverter applica-
tions are summarized in Table U. Selector @ales such

as Figure 13, md manufacturers’ semiconductor data
manuals are helpful in m~ng the transistor selection. 1

The transistor type selected must be capable of
P. P. -

maximum collector current 1P = ~ = —
‘cc (vcc), ‘here

v is overall inverter efficiency. The transistor must
have collector-emitter breakdown in excess of the “off”
voltage, which is approximately twice supply voltage
Vcc. Additionally, a margin of safety should b~~,appHed
to allow for voltage transients from leakage iu~b~ance,
transients of input voltage, etc. Device ~~<$~~kating
three times supply voltage is a reaso~ak~ “rule of
thumb. The transistor must have s~~~~l~he oper-
ating area that operating load finq~,~::~e well within

..,. ,,

Fast switching response

‘VEBO > VFB or diode

Adequate gain at Ic = 1P; (H possible, rapid
fall-off of gain with
increasing Ic above

Ip)

(high fT )

clamped E-B voltage

Low collector leakage at VCE = Vma

Thermal adequacy:

Useful parameter values at operating junction
temperature TJ1

‘J1 - ‘a
ejc < p

ave
where T =

a

e=
Cs

(ecs + es)

ambient temp.,

case to heat sink
thermal resistance

o = heat sink to ambient
sa thermal resistance

cost

Size and weight

Availability

Adequate environmental capabilities (shock, tem-
perature, moisture, etc.)

1See Motorola Semiconductor Data Book, Section 7, “Power Transistors” 1968.
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SELECTOR GUIDE

LOW FREQUENCY INVERTERTRANSBTORS (60-400HE)

Inverter
O“tp”t TRANSISTOR VOLTAGE RATING (BVCES)
Power ~. 45

in Watts
60 15 90 120 160

50 2N3611 2N3612
2N3713*N 2N3714*N 2N3489*N
2N1541 2N1542 2N1543

2N2527 2N2528’

100 2N1539 2N1540
2N3714*N 2N3714*N 2N3489*N
2N1541 2N1543 2N1543

2N2527 2N2526

200 2N1557 2N155B
2N3715*N 2N3716*N 2N3491*N
2N1546 2N1547 2N1543

2N2527 2N252B

500 2N4278 2N2156 2N2153 2N2154 2N1548

MEDIUM FREQUENCY INVERTERTRANSISTOW (400Hz - 10 KC)
I

]nverter
output TRANSISTOR VOLTAGE RATING (BVCES)
Power ~ 20 45 60 75 90 120 160
i.Watts

2N3713*N 2N3?14*N 2N3469*N -
50 2N2912 2N3611 2N3612 ZN1551 2N1552 2N2527 ZN2527 2N252B

,N?.?sI I -. . ..-. 1 I 1

100 2N3115*N ;:;;:;*N ~fl~*N 2N2527 2N272S2NZ7Z6 2N20B2 2N2081 2N1551
1 , I 1 I

-.

200 2N3115*N 2N3116*N 2N3469*N 2N2527 2N252S
2N2332 2N2079 2N2521 2Nza34 2N2a34
2N2080 2N2060 2N2S33

500 2N2019 2N2833 2N2624 2N2624

HIGH FREQUENCY INVERTER TRANSISTORS (10KHZ - 50 KHz]

Invetier
output TRANSISTOR VOLTAGE RATING (BVCES)
Power

in Watts 5
30 45 60 75 90 120 160

2N3025* 2N3026* 2N3714*N 2N3469*N

50
2N2912 2N2S32 2N2832 2N3713*N 2N3446*N 2N2a33

2N3445*N 2N2833
2N2834 2N2624

2N2832

2N3715* 2N344aw 2N3492*N
100 2N2447* 2N3116*N 2N2a33 2N2834 2N2834

2N2832 2N2622

200 2N3716U
2N2a33

~~:*N 2N2S34 2N2624

w SILICON TRANSISTOR, ALL GTHERS GERMANIUM

N indicates NPN TRANSISTOR, ALL OTHERS PNP

device capabilities. 2 As a preUminary selection cri-
terionan operatingpoint IC = IP, VCE=2.5V t=25cc’ p
#see maybe assumed.

hverter transistor power losses firnit overall in-
verter efficiency. Factors influencing these losses
should be a transistor selection criterion. Transistor
losses normally consist primarily of collector dissi-
pation ic . VCE shown schematically in Figure 14.
‘iOn” dissipation VCE (sat) .

lc(o&& ~ji~~ti~ l~~;~~pation Vp , ICE are usually low,
predominate, especially at high frequency. Switcw
load lines for inverter transistors ~d switcfing ~~~$.

losses are summarized in Figure 15. hverter tr,@~,X$Nr
efficiency is mtimized by high hFE, IOWV~*&ti7~fast

switching response, and low leakage in t~ & #*dition.
JI ,.m,::,.\\$\i$’”

.$}.
Additional transistor selection cocw?~.$tions include

thermal adequacy, BVEBO high en~~g~itd susttin feed-

back reverse bias or a clampe$l,ern~~er-base reverse
voltage, transistor size, wei,~~$:;~d cost. The choice
between siHcon or germqfi~,~~tisistors is essentially
covered by the criteri,o$~~~~%~ve. h general, silicon
transistor inverters a$$~~b~ temperature stable than
germanium inverters ‘!@&&can be operated at higher
temperatures, bu~’~lic$n transistors are usuallY more
e~ensive th~,~~~~mium devices and have higher

M@y Wifcon transistors have low BVEBO.
vCE(sat). ,$ NJl,,#

,$- .,$. ~l..,,+.<,r
...

T~#$ geri~~al groups of transistor characteristics
d~~:abi~ in inverter applications are not entirelY com-

.Ntlb~ in Practical transistors. High gain and low
$W#~sat), fast switc~ng response, high voltage, ~d!.3,’:;!$,*.;.*.,

“?&&tiensive device safe area are compromised in device
,.,,.a%esi~. Each is achieved at so-me expense to the,,

;),
.,,:*,{ , others, md emphasis of one

FIGURE 13 – TYPICAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE.3 .~” ‘Q?$G, seriously detracts from the

t

t ,

-–-–- ave

or two parameter
remaining groups.

t

t

P
ave

(a) Low frequency (b) High frequency

FIGURE 14 — TYPICAL INVERTER WAVEFORMS FOR Ic, VC~,
PC(=IC V=,) FOR TRANSISTORS OF D.C TO A-C INVERTERS.

t

groups
While

2Roehr, William D, “Avoiding Second Breakdown. “ Application Note AN-415, Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona.

3Motorola Semiconductor Data Book, page 7-9, Motorola, Inc. Phoenix, Arizona, 1968.
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TABLE [11– IMPORTANT 2N1558 PARAMETERS PNP TO-3
GERMANIUM POWER TRANSISTORS

Mtimum Continuous Collector
Current: 15A

Collector Junction Temperature: -65 to + llO°C

Thermal ‘eslstace’ ‘JC :
0. 8°C/W max.

BVCES (IC = -300 mA) 45 volts min.

lCBO (VCB
= -40 v) 3.0 mA max.

IEBO (vEB = -12 v) 0.5 mA m=.

hFE (Ic = ’10 “ ‘CE = ‘2 ‘)
50-100

VBE (Ic = -10 A, Ic = -1 A) 0.7 V m=.

vCE(sat) ‘lC =
-10 A, Ic = -1 A) 0.5 V m=.

gFE (Ic = ‘loA’ ‘CE = ‘2V)
12-40 mhos

Switching times in circuit below:

0.5 &f

%

t+t:
dr

10 # sec typical

2:VU
lQ ts: 5 ~sec typical

50 n
10 v=

‘f:
25 Psec typical

I
P

I
pl

...
TYR$~A~:$~lTCHING LOAD LINES FOR TRANSISTORS.

,&W~~&&~~G LOSSES FOR THE ABOVE LOAD LINES ARE

W@&~N BY THE FOLLOWING RELATIONSHIPS.

‘* t~ = switching time (rise time or fall)t:~,.;,~,,,.
.’. ,

>+
f = frequency\:\

1. P, = 2/9 V, 1P, t~f where peak power occum @ t~,3

2. P2 ❑ 1/6 Vplpt~f where peak power occurs@ t~,2

3. P3 = 2/9 Vplpt~f where peak power occurs@ t
s/3

4. P4 = Vp1P t,f

FIGURE 15 – SUMMARY OF TRANSISTOR SWITCHING POWER LOSS.

this view is grossly oversimplified, it is useful to in-
dicate that each transistor type available on the market
represents one of many possible compromises between
desirable parameters. The inverter designer must
choose that compromise best suited to his particular
application.

From the number of available power transistors
which could have been chosen, 2N1556 was selected for
the example under consideration. From the i~~rtant
inverter design parameters of 2N1558 sum~~~~ in
Table HI, it may be seen that this transis:~~,w well
satisfied the selection criterion discusqg$:t,aave, and
is well specified at the anticipated @&@r’@~igcurrent
Ic = 10 A.4

:$1,,.q.:j}!,,~,
.’. ‘‘~”.*:,*.~:s.*- “,,.,i..,.~b

‘.,%.:i” .*

Given output power P
,. ,..,,

0 = 1,,~~~~, let us assume
an overall efficiency ~ , say ~,~~~ Then input power

\~)..P , ‘*3:,, P.

Pin = ~ = 125 watts. P~~$,@,current 1P= # =10.0 A.
,~<.,, ‘~,’:,1. cc,,:>,~, ..~~

2N1558 hFE (Ic = ~~@:~;$wCE = -2 V) is 50 to 100 so a
minimum gain 2R~%.4-*”*;ll require IB = -200 mA for,Wt:,,‘,}.:,:,\
Ic = -10 A. HoW~ye~, additional base current is de-
sirable to ~~]~,, the transistor well into saturation,
even as ~@ {@~tiges with temperature and transistor
aging. ~ ~c?~ged base current reduces VcE(sat) and
tr ans~\~r*f&rn- on time, but increases base circuit
di~ipq and transistor turn-off time. The correct
@W~$drive for optimum efficiency is therefore a rather

.,:ti~,fi~cated function which will have to be uniquely
.$ {t d~termined for each transistor type and operating cur-

,.,~~$,&&#&ntlevel. Forced gain of the circuit should usually be
‘& ’J”less than haH of minimum device gain. Setting

~t,?.. h.
5= F:( mln )gives ~B = -400 mA.
lB

It is noteworthy that maximum collector current upon
transformer saturation is IB hFE. Magnetization cur-
rent spikes will, therefore, be minimum if the tran-
sistor gain, h ~ falls off rapidly with increasing COl-

rlector curren above the operating current ~. This
characteristic is shown in Fi~re 16.

2N1558 e

hFEcharacteristic o

0

0

r
[m = 10A

@

‘dea’ ‘FE
o characteristic

a

o

@

o

0

a

@

b

18 = “/hFE

FIGURE 16 – COMPARISON OF 2N1558 1. VS. 1, WITH IDEAL
CHARACTERISTIC FOR INVERTER TRANSISTORS.

4For complete data including design curves and safe operating area, see the Motorola Semiconductor Data Book,
Section 7 p 7-67.
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INVERTER TRANSFORMER DESIGN

Transformer design or selections the next consider-
ation and is summarized in table~. In a one-trans-
former inverter such as this example, the transformer
determines frequency as well as output and feedback volt-
ages. To accomplish this with acceptable transformer
efficiency is the essence of the design problem.

From the transformer equation of page 3, inverter
Vp X 108

frequency f =
4PS ml

cps where effective cross-

sectional area A of the core includes allowance for
stacking factor of laminated or tape-wound cores.
Given Vp and f, N1 is determined by this equation as a

Iv- x lo8\ / . \
function of core selection. N,=( ‘4f j (*)

Core selection is somewhat arbitrary, but must allow
enough turns for good coupfing and enough window area
for the required windings. Additionally, core selection
should provide minimal hysteresis and eddy-current
losses.5 For good efficiency, these core losses should
be comparable in magnitude to resistive losses of the
windings. Mso influencing core choice are cost, size
and weight of the overall transformer.

Tape wound toroids of 50-50 nickel-iron6 are ex-
cellent cores for inverter applications. This material
has high ~s, square hysteresis loop, low core loss, and
is little effected by temperature over the useful tem-
perature range of transistors. Toroids, properly wound,
give very close couptig which is desirable in inverter
trmsformers. C-cores and E, U, md I cores of good
square loop material are a~o popular. *\\c?

v
RB = ‘B

- ‘EB
reduces sensitivity to VEB, and fre -

lB
quently improves transistor turn off - especially if a

7 - but losses inspeed-up capacitor is used across RB
RB are directly proportional to VFB. For many power
inverters VFB on the order of 3 volts gives adequate
base drive stability and control without exceeding rea-
sonable dissipation losses.

The remainder of transformer design consists of
determining adequate wire sizes for the windings,
checking fit of the windings in available core wln’~w
area8 and determination of winding ~ drop ,ti~~h
losses, core losses, overall efficiency an$:’’~J&ge
regulation. Transformer design procedu~~%<~wlhding
detailed instructions for these last nam~~$w is well
summarized in a number of electroni$i~i~$~,@dbooks. g
Wire size is usually calculated on t~~’h~sis of 700 to
1000 circular roils per amp. 10

~4::,,**$;:1~.’.,:..?
,.:~.),i.h~:<’j

Duty cycle should be applie$~ ~= winding current
to obtain the average curren$~~:purposes of wire size
calculation. For the exa@fi~;~@der consideration N1,

#&: ,:$? ‘$ 100 watts
N2, and N3 carry curr~$,$~&lC = 10 A, 10 = ~15 volts

.>,,....\ ..”~
and 1== 400 mA re~~$~vely, with duty cycles of 50~,
100~, and 50%. ,5* th~ basis of 1000 circular roils per

amp , wire 0;?$J~#~~*2 ~d N3 should be 5000, 870, and
200 circula~mr~” ~nimum for the example. In calc-
ulation of,i~O~*k.xdnding areas it must be recognized that
there , ara.’~fwo each N1 and N3 windings. For this
exa~~~e, w~hding area Aw =2N1A1 +N2A2 =2N3A3 where

~~~~,~~~ and A3 are the respective cross-sectional
, ~e~$j of the wire in each winding, including insulation.

~y~~~~ar or trifilar windings are recommended for close
<:+;&&upting.

..?,
Transformer efficiency md voltage re~lation may:y‘

,,: ,,
,>! be determined from v =

(watts out ) x 100
,.~...‘ih-.,%\.:* ,,

Once a tentative core selection has been .~*J and v. r. = (W:Y)+(::::S)+(::::::)

v x 108 klVoN1 k2 VFB~$;t$ “t%
N1 = 4P

s Af ‘2=~’
and N3 = v ,:~.we kl

R;$wd:y’+gp“
md k2 are multipliers to compensate ~~~~sformer

12 ~s+ gJRp] ~s +glRj

voltage drops and losses.
=

kl = k2 *:J.0~ to 1.10 is a
where R and

reasonable first assumption. h,~~kt~Wining V. for ‘2 ‘L P

required output power, it shoti.dy~.e.!noted that for a
Rs are resistances of primary ad secondary windings.

square wave V. = Vpeak = Iv!@& ‘Ivrms). (vFB)must Several design attempts may be needed to achieve a
be greater than transistoc$V’E~lnthe on condition, but core and winding combination which will provide the
must be less than BV~BO’$@less tr~sistor reverse required frequency and voltage relationships with ac-
VBE is clamped. ,~,~ ~FB = VEB the circuit per- ceptible efficiency. Finally, all assumptions made
formance is highl~ ~~~~~ent upon transistor md tem- during the design must be checked, and adjusted if
perature. Hi~~~~~$A and a series base resistor necessary. 11

.,.<,,..s.;

5Hysteres~~.!&~” ~~deal): Ph = ~h x 10-7 ‘/cm3 where Wh = #$d@ ergsflcm3. cycle) for square loop material
.$. .S\‘.+>$.,.,:;]

Eddyt$~~$$fi~ loss (ideal): Pe =
r2t2(B max)2 f2 ‘/cm3

,\#t . ,. where t = thickness of individual flux carrier laminations
-k ~,,,:.,*.z Px 1016?@,,,:y*.\
~#’‘“P= resistivity of the material.

650-~0 nickel-iron is sold commercially as Orthonol, Deltamax and Hypernik V.

7speed-upCirctitsare discussed on page 12.

8The ratio of wire area to available window area is the winding factor. Winding factor of O. 4 indicates good fit
for a toroidal core. Higher “ideal” winding factors apply to cores having rectangular windows.

g For example, See 1, T. T. Reference Data for Radio Engineers, Chap. 11 or %diotron Designers’ Handbook, Chap. 5.

l°For current density as a function of output power, see I. T. T. Reference Data for Radio Engineers, page 274.
.+
1‘Commercial transformers for one-transformer inverters are available for a variety of standard Vcc, f, P. and

V. combinations. See Saladin, Power Inverter Circuits Using Off -the -she~ Components. Application Note AN1 34,

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Dept. TIC.
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With the addition of RB to the feedback circuits, the
basic design is completed. However, two additional
considerations which should receive design attention
are starting circuits and speed-up circuits. ti the
interest of simplicity these topics were not previously

ram, - ,., --. .,a ------- ------- ---
lHOLC IV — I KAN>FUKMLH UL>ltiN FUR
ONE-TRANSFORMER INVERTERS

Is a transformer commercially available which will
do the job?

Core material should have square hysteresis loop,
high @s, low losses.

Vp x 108 v
N1 =

4ps M N2=kl~ ‘1

N3 = K2
‘FB

v
P

‘1

Windings should have 700 to 1000 circular roils
per amp.

Wire area
— ~ 0.4 for toroids, 0.7 to 0.8 for
Window area rectangular windows

Core losses = 12R winding losses

Efficiency ~ =
Watts out x100
Watts out + core losses+ copper losses

Voltage re~lation v.r. = ,$?

-:<, .,
Check thermal aspects of @@tier operation.

discuss ed since they are not essential
of operation, but they are necessary
verters.

INVERTER STARTING CIRCUITS

to basic theory
in practical in-

k general, the basic circuits of Figure 1 and their
derivatives including basic two-transformer inverters
will not oscillate readily unless some means is pro-
vided to begin oscillation. This is especially true at
full load and low temperature, the most severe starting
requirement for resistive loads. The discus&Q3? of
basic inverter operation assumed that one Q~:~@&$m-
sistors was conducting — a condition resul#$n&$@~scil-
lation. To assure this condition is thei$.~~.~bn of the
starting circuit. ,,,,${..,. \,~)\,..:.{:,\,.::,:,};,,,\“,>,, ,. ~<.j

l.! <11

.<~$> “<{@) Simple resistive self-starting circuit with
.$t~l~s..

?.,s’ speed-up capacitor acrass R, .
1

N3

‘1

( b u
1111

*

N1

R2

B‘2 ‘L

I

(b) Diode self-starting circuit.

FIGURE 17 – STARTING CIRCUITS FOR TRANSISTOR INVERTERS.

I WIlllt

L I

[

‘2

OUT

(0) bsic cornmo”-emitter inverter (b) Cross-caupled feedback capacitors

circuit with individual starting
(c) Common-col Iector inverter with

as speed-up mechanism for common speed-up circuit.
and speed-up circuitry. -emitter transistor inverter.

FIGURE 18- SPEED-UP CIRCUITS FOR TRANSISTOR INVERTERS.
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A simple, commonly used starting circuit is shown
schematically in Figure 17a. h this circuit RI md
Rz form a simple voltage divider to bias the trmsistors
to conduction before oscillation starts. A good rule of
thumb for the base starting bias developed by this
circuit is to use 0.3 volts for germanium transistors and

0.5 volts for si~con.
‘1 ‘cc

This voltage VB = R + R .
<n

Since RI occurs in the feedback circuit in se;ies ;ith
the base of each circuit haU, RI must not exceed

. . . .

RB =
v FB - ‘EB

H RI is set equal to RB, then
lB .

RI and R2 are uniquely determined for my given start-
ing bias. The value of R2 may be adjusted if starting
characteristics are not satisfactory. This straight
forward starting technique is advantageous in that only
resistor components need be added to the circuit, but
has the disadvantage of additional power dissipation,
which may become excessive in high power circuits.

An improved but somewhat more costly starting
circuit is shown in Figure 17b.12 This circuit requires
less dissipation than its resistance counterpart and is
less temperature dependent. @eration is similar to
the resistive case, but when power is first applied the
bases of the transistors are driven negative by full
supply voltage and oscillation starts rapidly.

Inverter loads such as capacitive filters, starting
motors or incandescent lamps may temporarily present
extremely high loads during the starting period. Starting
requirements of such loads are often somewhat simpli-
fied by using a driven inverter, and this approach may
be preferable to the circuit complications needed to
assure s e~-oscillation. .,,?

hverter speed-up circuits improve transist~~”~w~%h-
ing md inverter efficiency. Improved S~~~&g is
especially important at higher frequenqi~@*i$~@ flWre
14) . A common speed-up method is ,~o{:~~~-capacitor
to the circuit. The circuits o$,)v~

F
’18 usually

.<,$produce improved switching wavefo~rns$
.@)$:$ :,,,...~‘~(., wilt

ADDITIONAL DESIGN CON$~;9t10NS

Finally, it must be dete*&j~~d whether circuit modi-
fications are desirabl~~d n~$essary to protect against
inverter damage duai~&~:S~@ut overload or short circuit,
input transients, ,~<$~ ~~~arity reversal, etc. Shorted
output causes ,$~ysa~on of inverter oscillation, but
intermediate ,.~,,o~~~~Bad may cause transistor failure.
Undesirab~@~:c%~ector-e mitter voltage spikes caused by
input volt&e $$ransients or high transformer le~age
induct,@@ ““w~y be protected against by z ener diodes,,,,,tti,\R\i~\,
co~ec~ Pollector-to- emitter. Despiking may also be
acc~~$$hed by a series resistor and capacitor across
the fill primary winding or between collector and base
of each transistor, but thes? arrangements slow tran-
sistor switching. E the transistors will not sustain
reverse voltages resulting from input polarity reversal,
protection may be provided by a diode in series with
the input terminals. See Figure 19.

TABLE V – SUMMARY OF BASIC ONE-TRANSFORMER DESIGN

Given or assumed: Po, VCC, Vout, f

Design formula:
P P.

out
Pin = ~ IP=Q

‘cc

Transistor selection (Table II) 1,

)..
.?

Speed-up Circuit

@erational Tests:

V.

f
Vs.

Starting
load

Waveforms (speed-up
circuits)

‘cc
Trmsistor operating
temperature and load

temp lines

Trmsient operation.

FIGURE 19 – REVERSE POLARITY PROTECTION

‘“Roddam, Chapter 8 discusses some fifteen significantly different starting circuits , as well as common-collector
circuit starting characteristics. See Bibliography.

13
For additional speed-up circuits including speed-up transformer windings,. see Lloyd.
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When the inverter is constructed, its performance
characteristics should be checked against the design.
Thermal operation and transistor Ic vs. VCE load
lines should be checked, including load lines with mti-
mum anticipated input transients.

Design procedures for the basic one-transformer
transistor inverter are summarized in Table V.

Design of two-transformer transistor inverters re-
quires procedure very similar to that of the one-
transformer circuit, except that frequency is deter-
mined by primary voltage of the saturating drive trms-
former. The output transformer should be rated at a
frequency at least 10% lower than the inverter-frequency -
determining drive transformer.

SINUSOIDAL OUTPUT INVERTERS

The basic inverters discussed heretofore have output
frequency and voltage directly proportional to supply
voltage. Output is square wave. For sinusoidd output,
or for very tightly controlled frequency or output
voltage regulation, the inverter must be modified from
this basic circuit.

Sinusoidal output is required for gyro instruments
and in some other applications. Obtaining undistorted
sinusoidal output at high efficiency is. difficult at best,
and is further complicated at high power levels and low
frequencies. Tuning and/or filtering the output of a
basic inverter are straightforward approaches to reali-

For tuned circuits such as Figure 20 with high loaded
Q of the tuned circuit and L2 sufficiently high to provide
essentially constant “on” current, the relatively high
efficiency waveforms of Figure 22 are attainable. This
has been referred to as Class D operation. 15 SeH
oscillating tuned Class C oscillators are another tuned
output possibility.

For low power and /or high frequency, filtering is
a good approach to attaining sinusoidal inverter out-
put, but here again reactive component values ~~ ome
unwieldy at high power and low frequency, ~~.$$ter
losses become significant. Conventional $?t~g~~esign
app~es, except that the converter m~ ~o~$bperate

*}.?,tlj,.‘
properly if the filter input present~+~~~,~ inductive
or capacitive loads. This is due t~,J~*#~&tlve loading,,,,,,$:.;,, ,,,..\*.,,..

zation of sinusoidal output. Practical circuits similar
to those of Figures 20 and 21 have been used to achieve

...
YIGURE 22 – TRANSISTOR WAVEFORMS OF I’CLASS D’I OPERATION,,::<,,\~t:~,,,,t,,,?

“’” CLAIMED BY BAXANDALL FOR OSCILLATOR OF FIGURE 21.16
very low distortion sinusoidal outouts with efficiencies ‘*$:‘~~~$;!
up ‘to 80% at moderate power “and fairly high fre- ‘Sik.

quencies. 14 Notice that inductor L?, is added in s~ies~”
I
I

I

with the supply to isolate the su~ply and to$&#~rb
voltage swing of the primary due to the tun<@<;~ ~~1-
tering. At extremely high supply currents ,J@~’sk~@mes
bu~ and e~ensive, and protective zen6%.$@,@Es be-
tween the collector-and-emitter of each’’@,#&stor rnaY

be preferable to L2. !iis,?:*,?\\
,;s$$,.‘.*X+,.~.s.,,

FIGURE 2@%.ti~lCAL TUNED OUTPUT OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT.,$.22
., . s:””~$:..

FIGURE 21 – FILTERED OUTPUT BASIC INVERTER.

I

FIGURE 23 – SINUSOIDAL INVERTER PRE-FILTERED OUTPUT
WAVEFORMS OF REDUCEO HARMONIC CONTENT.

14
See Baxandall: “Transistor Sine Wave LC Oscillators” Proceedings I. E. E. 106B pp 748-758 (1959).

15
See Baxandall: mid, pp 751-752. Baxandall also discusses a “Voltage Switching Oscillator” which provided ex-
cellent 1. 4W sinusoidal output at 45 kc with 85% efficiency.

16
Baxandall: ‘mid, pp 754.
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or to inductive voltages reflected back into the primary.
For good filtering, the series output inductor of Figure
21 or of a constant k orm-derived filter willprobably
be sufficiently high (unless series tuning, at the funda-
mental frequency is employed) that its reactive voltage
drop will beappreciable. Transformer secondary volt-
age and current must be designed adequate tooffset volt-
age drops and loading affects of the output filter.

At frequency and power such that only limited effi-
ciency is achieved with tuned or filtered output or
where reactive component size, weight or costs are
prohibitive, the 78.5% theoretical m-mum stage effi-
ciency of a Class B driven. sinusoidal output becomes
reasonably attractive. This is especially true if load
independence, and the frequency stability and control
of the driven inverter are advantageous. The master-
oscillator driven power-amplifier approach is common
imprecision frequency sinusoidal inverters.

Among the more sophisticated approaches to high
efficiency sinusoidal inverter power are stepped waves,
notched waveforms, and high-frequency pulse-
modulation, all followed by filtering of greatly reduced
requirements. The stepped waves of Figure 23a and
23b have no harmonics below the fifth and eleventh,
respectively. These stepped waveforms are perhaps
most efficiently realized by parallel inverters which
are phase related,17 or which are master control
triggered.18 The notched waveform of Figure 23c can
be used to nultify all third and fifth harmonics at some
increase in higher, more easily filtered harmonics.lg
A driven output in switching mode is an efficient means
of achieving such a notched system. Modulation tech-
nique guch as the pulse-width modulation of Figure 23d
and Figure 24 have been used to achieve good efficiency
at high
weight 2~ower and

low frequency with low size a~
These more sophisticated svstems ~d~:

PRECISION FREQUENCY INVERTERS

Tape recorders, phonographs, clocks, etc. are among
the few applications which require reasonably close
inverter frequency control. Frequency accuracy of about
5% may be achieved by adding regulation to the feed-
back circuit. Regulating feedback transformer primary
voltage in the two transformer inverter is fairly simple.
For better frequency accuracy a separate frequency
source is usually used to synchronize or drive the b~sic
inverter.21 Another possible approach is to co~~rol
frequency by etiernal voltage or controlled fea~~~
voltage using multiple core transformers 2~g, ‘$*FA.,\/j:.
technique also may be used to obtain var~~#’~fre-
quency, and offers several advantages a$)~~~~~mge to
frequency converter. >F}:.,.$.>’.~’}h,“-~, ,...., .,

f:>>,,?
hverter output voltage ~$~~ti&; is improved by

regulation of the input s~,~,~$oltage and low output
impedance design, but ~@’$..v* good output regulation

“A*$>.+:,..’
over a wide range of l~~o~~output regulation circuitry

,*.$*f#smay be necessary ..d~~> pass regulation of input
voltage is a pop~~ar ‘&@proach. Pulse width modulation
and magnetic &Wier control of the output are also
promising r-$%~n techniques for inverters.):,’ ,.

~J:E A typical 3-phase inverter is the oscillator and,%.+.
.. amplifier of Figure 25. The 3-phase oscillations are

supplied by an oscillator R-C coupled so that 120° phase>.
readily be geen to achieve their advantages only<a@theJV? difference etists at the collectors of the 2N651 tran-
cost of circuit complication and are probably ju~x~~$$k
only if sinusoidal output is absolutely neces~ry ~~ a

sisters. An emitter-follower amplifier drives the

simpler approach is inadequate.
,,,*?:;<,~<:$ output power transistors. The power transistors are
.!$ti. .,]$,:.:’,$~,’w,,, operated in saturated switching mode.:,:\\.,,,,?.!},::.;!,).,-,.,,,

-:~,,\‘\>~,&’*\?
-s>$+, ‘k,+.,., * ,,&j

~~t,’‘> ~!t,.,,..

,.:\.
:.~?

400 Hz
SINE WAVE 400 Hz

REFERENCE S1NE WAVE

,>.\.,,$
~~.<},,‘1$

,**$,.$.;:$:>$\.,./,...$, FIGURE 24 – BLOCK DRIVE OF BRIDGE CHOPPER INVERTER.
.<+”,}{..,.,\$+:;,,~,.,,s..,.,.

‘t,.$Ptdh.., ,,kv>,’!>,>

17Rodanlm 205-220
18

Salters, “A High Power D. C. -A. C. Inverter witi Sinusoidal Output” diags. Electronic Engineering 33: 586-91
Sept. , 1961. Describes system for generation of Figure 24b waveforms uging SCR inverters.

19
Turnbull, “Selected Harmonic Wduction on Static DC-AC Inverters” diags IEEE Transactions on Communications
and Electronics 83: 374-8 July 1964.

20
Morgan, “Bridge Chopper hverter for 400 cps Sine Wave Power” IEEE Transactions on Aerospace Volume 2
Number 2 April 1964 993-997 describes a bridge chopper inverter which uses pulse width modulation to achieve
85% efficiency at 100 watts sinusoidal output.

21
Braham “Satic fnverter Design Considerations” diags. Electronics 35:59-60 Ocyober 26, 1962.

22
Sterling, et al “Multiple Cores Used to Simulate a Variable Volt-Second Saturable Transformer
in Self-Oscillating hverters” IEEE Transactions on Communications and Electronics 83:288-94
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An alternative 3-phase inverter approach uses Hartley
oscillator driven flip-flops to supply control signal for
the three phases in proper rotation, while still another
practical circuit consists of a master push-pull stage
and two phase-related driven stages.23 A three-legged
autotransformer may” be incorporated in the output to
provide exact 120° phase spacing if the three voltages
are equal. Extreme unbalance of phase load may
necessitate feedback control. It is to be noted that
some inverters may be used for one-phase and 3-phase
loads simultaneously providing the capacity of the phase
also carrying the single phase load is not exceeded.

CONCLUSIONS

Transistor inverters provide many advantages in
conversion of d.c. power to a.c. The basic two-
transistor, one-transformer design has excellent ef-
ficiency and performance, but at power in excess of
100 watts or if precise frequency is required, the two-
transformer design is advantageous. Design require-
ments are dictated by inverter specificatio~:, and
modifications to the basic circuit probab~,,.,~1 be

.$..-!!t?ts.s.necessary to achieve sinusoidal output ~ p~,ec~sely
controlled frequency or output voltage. Far @@$ com-
plex requirements, ~‘~t,.

inverter systems W*% advan-,$Pi.
tageous. f.;,.,rfj:..>:...’*’.’”;<$., ,,>+::.~.+..:;..’”’,>,

23 Roddam 205-216

—

2N651 ~

4SE 3 I

‘wp@l
nA, ,rL7

470 a2N651

470 a
820 47

L L
J

-
PHASE 1

INDARY 115 V

I T LOAD CAN BE 200 Q to lK Q (PER PHASE)

FIGURE 25 – 20 WATT 3-PHASE INVERTER, 12.VOLT D-C TO 115-VOLT 400 Hz A-C.
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